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Text posudku:

The thesis presents two main results, namely algorithms for determining the
extendability of partial representations of two types of interval graphs. The
two results are definitely interesting and contribute substantially to an active
research area of graph theory. I expect these results could will a basis for a
publication in a reputable international journal or conference.

The thesis is written in English, which is a sensible choice, given that it
will most likely evolve into a scientific publication. The language quality is
impressively high, I only noticed a negligible amount of language mistakes.

The main weakness of the text is that it some of the explanations presented
are somewhat vague and admitting several interpretations (see examples below).
This would not be too much of a problem in a shorter, simpler proof, where
context could help to determine the correct understanding. Unfortunately the
proofs of the main results of the thesis, especially the one dealing with unit-
length representations, are long and often technical, and the small inaccuracies
and ambiguities tend to slowly accumulate, making it progressively harder to
understand the arguments. I found it quite hard to follow some of the proofs
towards the end.

Despite these flaws, I think this is a very good piece of work and I recommend
without hesitation that it should be accepted as Masters thesis.

Below I give a list of recommendations that might serve to improve the
presentation.

Algorithm 1 gives a procedure to determine the open vertex in a copy ofK1,3.
Once the open vertices are determined, what does it mean, precisely? Are we
now only considering representations that respect this choice of open vertices?
For example, in the definition of “(locally) forced closed/open intervals”, are we
only looking at representations that respect the choice of open vertices in the
copies of K1,3?

In Algorithm 1 itself, second line says “neither w nor x is pre-represented
by an open interval”. Why not “neither w nor x nor any of their twins is
pre-represented by an open interval”?

More generally, the presence of twins is complicating many of the subsequent
proofs. Couldn’t we just replace each group of twins by a single representative
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in the beginning, at least for vertices that belong to a K1,3, since we know that
twins in a K1,3 must be represented by identical intervals?

In Lemma 2, you say that extendability and pre-representation does not
change by renaming vertices. That is trivially true, but I guess the intent
was to claim that extendability does not depend on the choice of open vertex
in Algorithm 1. (So, is the “open” designation made by Algorithm 1 now
considered part of the “pre-representation”?)

In the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3, I would have appreciated
more details.

In the top paragraph of page 9, how do we know that u and v are false twins?
I thought this was only the case when G was twin-free.

In the second paragraph, what does “they” refer to?
In the next paragraph, Threorem should be Theorem. More importantly,

why do we get an induced K∗
2,4? Couldn’t there, e.g., be an edge between the

two vertices that should have degree 1 in K∗
2,4?

In Section 1.4, we start considering the graph (let’s call it G′) obtained
from G by deleting the open vertices from every K1.3. Unfortunately, this is
becomes a source of ambiguity for the rest of the text, since whenever a vertex
(or interval, or component, or representation...) is mentioned, it is almost never
made clear which of the graphs G or G′ (and later also G′′) the terms refer to,
and it is quite burdensome (and sometimes impossible) to figure it out from the
context. I think it would help if the author got into a habit of specifying the
graph under consideration whenever there is a risk of ambiguity. A good place
to start is the definition of the vertex ordering ≤, where it should be stated
explicitly which vertex set is being ordered.

The last sentence of page 11 should not end with a comma.
First line of the proof of Lemma 8: there should be no comma after “vertex”.
On paragraph 5 of the same proof, shouldn’t we also consider the possibility

that x2 might be pre-represented and cannot be moved to share an endpoint
with v?

First paragraph of the proof of Lemma 9: more or less neighbours should be
more or fewer neighbours (and also on line 4 of page 18).

In the second paragraph of the proof, I don’t inderstand the argument.
What does the last sentence of the paragraph mean? What if x has a neighbor
y represented by an interval that starts before u? We cannot extend y to
reach the right endpoint of u since that would violate the proper condition of
Definition 2.

Page 24, line below Corollary 15: “At this point it is good to realize what
does filling an integer gap mean” should be “At this point it is good to realize
what filling an integer gap means”.

Line 2 of the proof of Lemma 19: “representaton R satisfying definition”;
which definition? Generally, I struggle to follow the proof of Lemma 19. A
figure here would be helpful (and this is true for other proofs later in the text).

In Lemma 20: “x with u and w with v are consecutive in ◁”: shouldn’t this
be “consecutive up to twins”? On the other hand, I don’t see why “up to twins”
is necessary in the last sentence.
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Second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 22: what does “I(x) is forced to
be closed implied by this pair” mean?

Definition 13 and Lemma 22: An example of an only locally open-closed
pair, or only locally special P4 would help here.

Proof of Lemma 22: line 2: from which definition? Line 3: “its” should be
“I(u)’s”. Line 5-6: shouldn’t “holding from the right” be “holding from the
left”?

In Algorithm 4: how do we check that the closed intervals of a K1,3 can be
represented uniquely?

In Lemma 24 (and elsewhere also) “of the length k” should probably be “of
length k”.

Algorithm 5, description of output: “TRUE if u is belongs to a (locally)
special P4 forced by g” should perhaps be “TRUE if u is a middle vertex of
a (locally) special P4 forced by g”. Later in the definition of y1: doesn’t this
definition imply y1 = u? Shouldn’t u ≤′ y1 be u <′ y1? In the definition of y2,
shouldn’t br be bl?

Page 30, line 3 from below: shouldn’t “consecutive in ◁” be “consecutive in
◁ up to twins”?

I don’t understand the statement of Lemma 27. What does it mean that a
subgraph contributes to filling a gap? And of which graph are these subgraphs?

Likewise, I do not understand Lemma 28: wouldn’t a gap of length 3 filled
with the three closed vertices of a K1,3 be a counterexample?

Paragraph above Lemma 31: “we proof” should be “we prove”.
Lemma 31 is also unclear: how does running Algorithm 4 give me a represen-

tation R′? The algorithm outputs a set C of closed vertices not a representation.
Algorithm 6: when it calls Algorithm 5, it must pass an independent set

IS as part of input. Since there can be many maximum independent sets, it
should be argued that it does not matter which one we choose. It should also
be justified why G′′ is an interval graph, since it is not an induced subgraph
of G.

How do we justify that a vertex classified by Algorithm 6 as NOT FORCED
for all gaps should be closed?

Page 38, end of paragraph 3: “There can be only one interval where the
equality holds[...]”. Why only one?

Page 41, second paragraph: what is the “relative position observation”?

Práci doporučuji k obhajobě.
V Praze dne 16. 6. 2021

Podpis:
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